
Work with seal-IT bulk material covers! Easy to handle, eco-
nomical, space-saving, individually adaptable and universally 
applicable. This saves you a lot of trouble and costs!  Why?  A 
small calculation example: The content of an octabin weighs 

between 800 and 1,200 kg, whereby one kilogram of raw mate-
rial costs between 3 and 20 euros. This means that the cost of a 

filled octabin is between 2,400 and 20,000 Euros. And you cer-
tainly don‘t have just one of these in your company! A break-

down due to material contamination will cost you between one 
hour and 2 days of time, depending on the repair effort. Pro-

duction downtime and maintenance costs – therefore, the 
purchase of a seal-IT bulk material cover pays for itself within 
a few hours! It always pays off – because we have developed 

seal-IT from processors, for processors!

seal-IT covers offer a cost-effective and practical solution that 
protects resin in virtually any container (Gaylords, bins, or 
boxes) from contamination due to dust, moisture or other impu-
rities. Unlike other, disposable container covers, Seal-It bulk 
covers offer lasting protection, featuring a durable, foldable, 
self-sealing design that can be used again and again.  

Fast, clean and safe – this is seal-IT!

seal IT•

seal IT•

Keep your bulk resin 
safe and clean!

Material Management at it’s Best!“seal-IT: Processors have been 
waiting for a long time for this 

affordable bin cover!”

seal-IT:  
The economical solution Saubere Sache
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Stay clean

Every processor shares the same daily production questions:  
How do I keep bulk resin clean, dry, and ready for processing – 
without the need for additional preparation?  How can I mini-
mize or eliminate the risk of contamination by dirt, dust, or 
trash? How can I prevent properly-dried hygroscopic resins from 
adsorbing moisture?

The answer is simple:  seal-IT bulk covers!

With the help of seal-IT covers, you can eliminate the wasted 
energy associated with re-drying material; the production, time 
and material lost when machines must be shut down and 
cleaned due to impurities; the risk of damage to conveying sys-
tems, auxiliary equipment, and processing machines.

seal-IT bulk covers eliminate these problems, and their costs, 
simply and safely.

The seal-IT motto:  
“From processors, for processors”

Remain clean

seal-IT represents a re-think of bulk cover design that makes, and 
keeps, your material storage, delivery, and production comple-
tely clean.

Our seal-IT bulk covers are:

• Versatile – Able to fit virtually bulk containers of any size (Gaylords, 
bins, or boxes), 5S- compliant, corresponds to zero granule loss.

• Configurable – Equip them with up to three vacuum-wand openings 
(30 - 80 mm in size) for multi-machine loading.

• Foldable – For space-saving storage.
• Can be made from various materials and grounded against 

static charging.
• Absorbent – Available with moisture-absorbing device.
• Adaptable – Easily fitted with instruments and sensors (temperature, 

level, humidity, etc.).
• Viewable – Crystal-clear center section for easy viewing  

of contents. 
• Completely maintenance-free.
• Maintenance-free, reuseable, resource-saving.

Be clean

seal-IT bulk covers offer numerous advantages. Perhaps the 
best one is that they were developed by plastics processors for 
plastics processors. That‘s why they are:

• Easy to handle
• Intuitive to use
• Compact
• Reliable and reusable

No matter the contaminant – moisture, dust, particulates, dirt, 
or trash – Seal-It bulk covers offer protection, keeping your 
resin clean. How clean? Clean enough to reduce scrap rates, 
reduce contamination-related faults, and save production-staff 
time. That means less work, more benefit from  
multi-machine loading, less rework and maintenance, as well 
as reduced downtime.

Discover the practical use of our unique seal-IT bulk covers. You 
will see: They work perfectly!


